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Questions to answer throughout the day:
• What is the market doing?
• What is the market trying to do?
• How well is it getting it done? Elephant Stomps/TINYS

06:30:52 AM
Locals buy/ Open Range single post 1837 Lite trade lite vol
07:00:56 AM
Housing Index came inline, but slightly lower than expected.
Light VOL day/ CHOP/ No clear Direction/ Locals Long, sounds
like paper short. Signals showing possible bounce from here,
however not enough to merrit entry into this market.
07:32:20 AM Light vol. Trading day. Not al patterns will hold true.
MACD certainly did on UniRenko, but not confirmed with 6Min
Chart.
08:00:25 AM
Watching the day and really have missed the move. Yet at the same
time I missed the possible chop that we could have experienced
with this crazy day. When we were at the lows who is to say that it
was the lows. I am getting better at spoting things on these low
volume days, but not quite good enough that I would feel
comfortable taking on a position at the moment. Now we are two
hours into trading and have not moved that much. Only three
points above open and have drifted six points below open. SOH
still seems to be the best course of action as we hit 11am EST with
a full 325K below normal volume for ES to trade.
09:15:21 AM
10:06:25 AM
11:00:35 AM
11:53:35 AM No Strong signals in either direction today. Slow
grind up off bottom however can't get any range with low volume
day.
12:00:27 PM
Just went over a million contracts going into last hour of trade.
01:07:10 PM
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What I did well today:
* Today basically a low VOL SOH day.
What could I have done better:
* There was the one reversal which I saw about 6 ticks late with confirmation that could have been
taken. Even now though in retrospect that was the only possible trade and exit would been less than
desireable.
What will I do tomorrow to make things better:
* Tomorrow will be better prepared. FOMC minutes... May SIM Trade that...> Not sure....
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